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PaperLit is the data-driven tech company, part of Datrix group, dedicated to the development of software products, based on 

Artificial Intelligence, for content distribution and monetization.

Founded in 2009 in Menlo Park, California, PaperLit first revolutionized the way publishers around the world transform and 

distribute paper publications on mobile devices. Big name brands were soon added to the list of client companies, increasingly 

strategically engaged in the production of original content. This is the platform known as MobiLit.

To respond to the evolving needs of the market, the aforementioned product has recently been joined by:

VoiceLit, for the distribution of content through smart speakers (e.g. Amazon Echo and Google Home), aimed at publishers and 

brands;

MagPedia, for the monetization of content that forms part of the publisher's inventory, including their archive, through the use 

of automatic SEO analysis and optimization. Content is broken down and re-aggregated to make it more interesting to different 

reader clusters.

PaperLit not only offers companies the tools for digital content transformation and innovation, but also helps them to better 

understand and reach their customers and users, by taking effective decisions based on data. It does so by collaborating with the 

other tech companies of Datrix group.

Since 2009, Paperlit has developed more than 1000 apps for 200+ publishers in 23+ countries.

About us
Ready to help you engage your audience and increase revenues.



MobiLit is a full-stack SaaS DIY digital publishing solution.

  Create interactive digital editions or branded news apps of your print or

  online publication.

  Build a branded news app to distribute digital issues, real time news &

  manage subscriptions.

  Set up in-app advertising, collect analytics & run engagement campaigns.

MobiLit is ideal for magazines, newspapers, interactive magazines, digital 

catalogs, house organs, real-time news websites, any content site.

MobiLit
Distribute your content through branded mobile apps. 

Main features:

   ●  PDF, HPUB, .Folio, RSS

   ●  iOS, Android, Web

   ●  Segmented push notifications

   ●  In-app purchases

   ●  PubCommerce (web e-comm)

   ●  Advertising Support

   ●  Analytics



Smart speakers such as Google Home and Amazon Echo are going mainstream 

(215 million units are forecasted for 2019, with +100% growth compared to 2018).

This is changing the way users look for news and information.

Voice apps for publishers and brands allow your audience to interact with your 

publications, website and marketing material easily, through voice.

Benefits for publishers and brands.

Your brand will be available to millions of users.

        Easily reach new audiences with a powerful way to interact with them.

Go beyond traditional distribution channels.

        Start now: the sooner your app gets indexed, the better.

Get to know your audience better.

        Collect data and use it to improve the overall user experience as well as 

        your content.

New monetization and advertising opportunities.

        Sell subscriptions, articles or products straight from the voice app.

VoiceLit
Distribute your content via smart speakers.



MagPedia is the digital monetization engine for Publishers which turns the publica-

tion archives into an additional revenue stream.

        Make money

        Print content – already monetized - generate an additional monthly revenue.

        Add value

        Start earning immediately, offering your readers new content they really want.

        No extra effort

        Monetization is automated, no additional action is required by the publisher.

Process: the system extracts articles from your PDF archive, applies AI SEO and 

categorise them.

Three options:

    1) magpedia.com: articles go to magpedia.com, we monetise them and split

       revenues with you.

    2) MagPedia Archives: articles go to your website archive.

    3) MagPedia Hosted: articles go to a newly created web property, where can

       be monetized.

Publisher: there’s money in your archives! Reusing old content is a 
strategy publishers can’t afford to ignore, even if the incremental 
revenue is marginal (New York Times, Innovation Report, 2014)

MagPedia
Increase your content inventory and monetize your archives. 



Tech company focusing on collecting, analyzing and 

converting customer data into actionable insights, 

anomaly detection and prediction in order to 

improve business decisions and results.

3rdplace.com

Fintech company that collects, interprets and 

weighs Alternative Data of various sources and 

mixes them with traditional datasets for advanced 

monitoring and investment purposes.

Tech company specialised in the digital transformation, 

distribution and monetization of content via mobile and 

smart speakers, for publishers and brands.

paperlit.com

Martech company developing data driven platforms 

aimed at search marketing , lead generation and & 

digital advertising, e-content marketing.

bytekmarketing.it
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